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THE NEED FOR A 
MORE CONVENIENT 
TRANSPORT SYSTEM
There were multiple drivers behind the 
decision to improve the transport system 
of Dijon. First of all, the Metropolis of Dijon 
had the objective to become the first 
city in France to implement a solution 
that would allow a “Pay As You Go” 
aggregation fare model that could improve 
the journey experience for citizens and 
visitors. Secondly, the increasing number 
of tourists visiting the city drove the need 
to simplify the use of public transport; an 
easy transport system can even attract new 
users. In addition, the city anticipated that 
a simple, convenient and secure system 
would help the reduction of fraud from 
occasional users who do not have the time 
to queue to buy a ticket or do not know 
how to do it.

WL TAP 2 USE:  
THE NEW OPEN 
PAYMENT SOLUTION
In the context of the above, Dijon was 
determined to become a pioneer in the 
development of a shared mobility solution. 
Partnering with the French public transport 
company Keolis, Worldline was able to 
deliver an Open Payment solution aligned 
with the goals of the city transport services. 
This solution is based on Worldline mobility 
offer Tap 2 Use.

WL Tap 2 Use eases the access to transport 
services by enabling customers to access 
and pay for a ride using various contactless 
EMV media, such as credit card, mobile 
device or any payment-enabled wearable. 
It provides a simplified payment that 
translates into time saving: no more lost time 
in queues, no more concerns for choosing 

the appropriate fare. WL Tap 2 Use is key to 
solving current and upcoming challenges 
of cities all over the world, mainly traffic 
congestion and fast-growing urbanization. 

The solution is made with open API’s to 
ensure an easy integration with existing 
systems as well as for new ones. WL Tap 
2 Use does not imply the replacement of 
traditional ticketing systems; it can easily 
be implemented as a complementary or 
as a new ticketing system.

THE BACKGROUND
Worldline, in partnership with the French public transport company Keolis, Caisse d’Epargne de Bourgogne Franche-Comté and Visa, 
launched a new mobility solution that brings innovative payment technology to the public transport network of the city of Dijon. Today, 
citizens and visitors benefit from Worldline’s Tap 2 Use which enables them to easily and conveniently access and pay for rides using 
various contactless means.

INNOVATIVE TIME SAVING FLEXIBLE ECO FRIENDLY

Use of contactless EMV
as a travel access and

 payment media

No need of queue nor 
specific understanding 

of the available fares 
to buy a ticket

The solution can be 
extended to other mobility 

and city facilities

Fully dematerialized process 
for validation, inspection and  

payment statement

With WL Tap 2 Use, the passenger does not need to buy a physical paper ticket or travel card. 
The information is saved in the back office allowing users to pay with any contactless EMV device. 

In March 2018, WL Tap 2 Use went live in Dijon’s tram lines. In October 2018, the solution was extended to the bus network. 

“The volumes recorded so far 
exceed our expectations and 

continue to grow with more 
25,000 validations per week”  

Thomas Fontaine, 
General Manager of Keolis Dijon Mobilités.



Worldline’s Store Acceptance, our Payment Acceptance Gateway, is PCI-DSS certified and grants a secure PAN tokenization that keeps sensitive 
data protected. At the same time it allows the connection to acquirers through a safe gateway.

HOW IT WORKS?
A passenger simply has to  board the tram or bus and validate their journey just by tapping their contactless EMV (credit card, mobile 
device, or any wearable technology) on the validation terminal provided. No enrollment needed!

However, if the users want to be able to access their travel history and costs they can sign up to the Dijon travel scheme via the website. 
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REVENUE INSPECTION
Worldline understands the importance of revenue inspection 
processes and provides the customer with suitable devices. In the 
case of Dijon, two inspection devices were delivered. The first one 
contains an inspection mobile app which can be used for both 
regular transport cards and EMV cards. The second one is PCI-PTS 

compliant and enables a securely generated token from the EMV 
card. The status of the token is checked by the inspection app in 
the WL Tap 2 Use back office to inform the inspector whether the 
passenger has a valid ticket of not. Both solutions are ensuring an 
easy and safe control.
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Worldline [Euronext: WLN] is the European leader in the payment and transactional services industry. With innovation at the core of its DNA, 
Worldline’s core offerings include pan-European and domestic Commercial Acquiring for physical or online businesses, secured payment 
transaction processing for banks and financial institutions, as well as transactional services in e-Ticketing and for local and central public agencies. 
Thanks to a presence in 30+ countries, Worldline is the payment partner of choice for merchants, banks, public transport operators, government 
agencies and industrial companies, delivering cutting-edge digital services. Worldline’s activities are organized around three axes: Merchant 
Services, Financial Services including equensWorldline and Mobility & e-Transactional Services. Worldline employs circa 11,000 people worldwide, 
with estimated pro forma revenue of circa 2.3 billion euros on a yearly basis..
worldline.com
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BENEFITS AND RESULTS
This new way of travelling is simplifying the journey for all Dijon’s commuters, especially for occasional passengers that arrive to the city 
without knowing how the transport system works. 

WL Tap 2 Use offers a new connected transport experience that is smoother and more enjoyable for the end-user and more efficient and 
cost effective for the transport agent. 

Since WL Tap 2 Use went live in March 2018, 
the amount of taps has grown at a constant 
rate. Half of the taps targeted for 2020 were 
already reached only two months after 
roll-out. One year after the roll-out of the 
service, 14% of single ticket journeys made 
in Dijon come from Open Payment.

Travellers in Dijon also now benefit from 
the fee capping allowing them to get the 
best value option. The solution’s back office 
is able to determine the passenger’s fare 
according to the journeys made during the 
day, releasing the traveller from choosing 
the right tariff.

With WL Tap 2 Use, it is also possible to 
organize the transport services around a 
central account. This allows the operator 
to keep track and record mobility key 
information and passenger’s valuables 
insights that can be used for future 
improvements.

CONCLUSION
WL Tap 2 Use is offering a new connected transport experience that 
is both smoother and more enjoyable for the end-user while it allows 
operational efficiencies for the transport agent.

For the first time in France, a city has implemented an Open Payment 
solution that allows passengers to pay their journeys directly on 
board of the tram or bus. Now citizens of Dijon, as well as the 
thousands of tourists who visit the city every week, are able to have a 
seamless journey experience thanks to a simplified payment that help 
them save time and effort. 

Tap your card and enjoy the ride, WL tap 2 Use will take care of 
the rest!

OTHER USES OF WL TAP 2 USE 

WL Tap 2 Use is an account based mobility platform that 
enables several use cases among which is Open 

Payment. This Dijon case study is an example of Open 
Payment applied to transport services. However, WL 

Tap 2 Use can be employed anywhere a ticket is 
required to access. It can be used at the entry of public 
spaces such as parking, swimming pools, theaters and 

many others.

Daily average of 
3.500 taps 

per day

> 100.000 unique EMV 
medias seen

Half of volumes objective 
until 2020 reached only  
2 months after roll out

> 1.800 customers 
account created  
in the web portal


